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SUPERUMBAU 2035
Proposal for sustainable development of post-lignite communities using the example of Hoyerswerdain Eastern German Lusatia. The project connects regional, urban and architectural aspects,enhancing both economic and social opportunities and thus expressing a comprehensive socialdesign strategy.
IntroductionThe proposal ‘Superumbau 2035’ makes a point for an optimistic storytelling of sustainabletransformation processes in a post-fossil region. Besides technical or architectural aspects, it alsomakes an effort to include the community creating connections to local specificities intending ademocratic, inclusive and sustainable transition. The project is a contribution to the urban designmaster studio ‘New Bauhaus City – Creative Platform for places outside of metropolis’ in summer2021 at Leibniz Universität Hannover, conducted by the Chair for Regional Building and UrbanPlanning.Today about 60% of Europeans are living in places up to 50,000 inhabitants1. Regarding theEuropean Green Deal, these places can offer new visions in view of sustainable qualitative densityand resilient communities. The master studio dealt with these places outside of metropolis as risinghabitat in the context of the European Commission’s ‘New European Bauhaus’ initiative. Thisincluded the selection of an individual place and focus, the analysis and formulation of specific tasksin their spatial and programmatic aspects and also culminated in a trans-scalar design.We selected Lusatia region, exemplary for immense structural change related to the end of lignitemining. The city of Hoyerswerda has become the focus area of our design as its population andurban development have been and still are exceptionally affected by the rise and fall of the miningindustry. The place highlights the relevance and necessity for new strategies that could becomeexemplary for other regions and cities facing similar challenges.In an analytical phase, spatial, programmatic and process-related aspects have been identified,followed by a trans-scalar design, aiming at a visionary, adaptive and interactive proposition.Taking into account current planning and relating back to the art project ‘Superumbau’ in 2003 weillustrate a new perspective for the region that expresses both spatial and social design aspects forpost-fossil landscape and society. We take the existing as starting point imagining new lifecycles forspaces gone obsolete. Moreover, our proposal is supposed to be a design for change, creatingresilient communities, able to transform crises into opportunities, ‘adaptive to changingcircumstances, [and] acting with a proactive approach’2.
Background and contextIt is important to take into account the region’s historical background as well as previous and currentefforts trying to show new perspectives.As post-war GDR based its energy production on lignite mining, Lusatia experienced an extremegrowth of economy and population. Following system change in 1989/90 and with thereforedecreasing importance of the mining industry – as former main employer - the regional economicdecline began. Up until today, this era of rise and fall has big cultural significance. In 2022 there arestill four active open cast pits left3.From 2000-2010 the ‘IBA See’ presented new ideas for post-mining landscape as patchwork offilled-up former mining fields joining up to form the ‘Lausitzer Seenland’. It will once be the largestartificial lake land in Europe. In addition to making visible cultural importance of industrial heritage itlay foundation for a touristic future. However, tourism as the sole main economic factor will not beable to adequately and sustainably strengthen the region and its communities.
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Federal and state governments have recently declared Lusatia to be a European model region forstructural change. Nevertheless, providing funds and programs are still missing out on creatingresilient spatial frameworks and visions for the region as a habitat involving existing networks andbeing able to face future changes.All the more interesting seems the current plan to locate research facilities in the area. The‘Zukunftsfabrik Lausitz’ is supposed to be a real-world laboratory for water, energy and foodtechnologies and intends to attract international scientists and start-ups.4 If research facilities,companies and communities use synergies consistently, enormous ecological, economic and sociallong-term effects can be expected.
An exceptional place in the context of structural change in Lusatia is the city of Hoyerswerda. Withthe rise of the lignite mining industry beginning in the 1950s, its population has increased sevenfoldwithin only 25 years5. A modern socialist city with a total of ten residential complexes was built rightnext to the medieval centre. The later decline of the mining industry was accompanied by a drasticpopulation decrease. As a consequence, from 2000 on, city planning in Hoyerswerda decided toshrink the existing structures from the outskirts to the centre.However, existing housing stock dominated by socialist blocks are no more attractive today, assingle family houses are posing an ideal for living outside of metropolis. Therefore recently reclaimedlands are built on once again, this time way less dense. This counteracts sustainable development:On the ecological side single family houses mean high surface sealing posing a threat to eco-diversity and water management. Moreover, this typology requires high cost urban infrastructure aswell as it comes with a lack of public space for social interaction. Thus, there is a need for newtypologies but also for adapting existing buildings to today’s needs.We intend to use the ongoing shrinking and dismantling process as starting point for a reorganizationof Hoyerswerda Neustadt. Through selectively redensified urban hubs, programmaticallystrengthened ‘connectors‘, new forms of living or the adaptation of existing living spaces to today‘sneeds we propose a new urban fabric. This is supposed to create a more lively and resilient city thatwill finally regain its balance after phases of extreme rise and fall.
DesignAs cost of living keeps rising in metropolis and technology enables new forms of work, the peripherybecomes increasingly attractive as habitat. We are therefore assuming a scenario of a slightlyincreasing population in the area. Our proposition includes a regional distribution of researchfacilities in the surroundings, with Hoyerswerda as centre focusing on sustainable buildingconstruction and urban mining. A promotion of science and new synergies with tourism, industry andsociety are supposed to diversify the general offer and infrastructure as bike lanes and publictransport will be of double use.
Following current city planning in Hoyerswerda we propose a compact city to be the basic principleas it is the prerequisite for economical use of land, resources, financial means and energy.In order to avoid urban sprawl, we suggest redensification from inside to outside starting from newurban hubs while special certificates reward active unsealing and thus become an important planningtool for shrinking cities. Reclaimed areas are converted into experimental and productive agriculturalor forest areas. In contrast to the current new development of single-family housing areas, newbuildings should only be built inside the cities new perimeter. Our proposal is a city of short distancesthat emerges from the mix of living and working within the quarters.Generous existing space in between socialist buildings represents space for experimental use andcan become tenants’ gardens or common ground for new forms of food production. It also representspotential areas for future redensification within the city’s perimeter.As existing buildings may be unfit for today’s diverse needs they are transformed into townhousesor micro-living units, in parts accessible and inclusive. Ground floor of existing housing blocks isactivated and developed for collective uses especially along the ‘Urban Connectors’. Youngentrepreneurs can rent small spaces for their needs next to gastronomic businesses, workshops orco-working spaces offering new forms of work.
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The existing facilities of daily needs are complemented by new buildings and form punctual hubs asnucleus of each district. New urban villas offer collective and intergenerational living while workingand public spaces for social interaction find place on the ground floor.Since there is no prospect for future use of all the currently vacant buildings, partial demolition willbe indispensable. However, we clearly criticise common demolition practice and downcycling as theraw materials of those buildings gone obsolete still have high potential. They should be recycled inthe sense of urban mining, reducing carbon footprint and resource consumption to a minimum.Taking advantage of the socialist modular slab construction, obsolete buildings can be dismantledinto their individual components and then be re-used in new construction in Hoyerswerda or placesin metropolis. The local material hub is going to play a major role in this process as its function rangesfrom advisory activities over sorting and storage to a redistribution of materials and components.
Above all, ‘Superumbau’ has another visionary potential on a social level. Our proposition isaccompanied by an update of democratic decision making processes including a new citizen’scouncil on a regional as well as on a municipal level. Those serve as supplement to the existingparliamentary system. By this means, citizens should be involved in the discussion about the future-oriented development of their habitat and therefore contribute actively to the participation processof ‘Superumbau’. These measures are supposed to help creating a more inclusive, just, solidarityand sustainable society.
Conclusion‘Superumbau‘ brings a positive contribution to its immediate context taking into account the place‘sspecific existing resources. These resources also include the experience of former processes ofchange. The project doesn‘t try to rewrite history but on the contrary wants to add a new chapter tothe previous story taking into account the place‘s cultural and historical heritage and thereforestrengthening its identity. Shrinking is usually associated with failure. In contrast, this new chapter ischaracterized by an optimistic narrative as it demonstrates the potential and positive impact thatshrinking processes can have in terms of long-term resilience, sustainability and as essentialcondition to face future challenges.Summing up what we envision to be the proposed ‘Superumbau’ we would like to refer to sometheoretical positionings. On the one hand, ’Reuse and Repurposing [should be seen] as a DesignPrinciple in Architecture’6 and can even represent a prerequesite for ‘Reuse and Repurposing ofHistory’7. Moreover, ’[Recycling] is not a statement of principles. Recycle [or in our case:‘Superumbau’] is a paradigm for the future of the architecture, the city, the landscape. Recycle is aprogram that needs a shared proactive Manifesto.’8Making this new approach possible, political changes ought to be made in form of binding land-usereduction, or new building regulation focusing on ‘Umbau’, not new construction.On a larger discourse our study opens up new prospects for other regions in structural changerelated to the decline of specific economic sectors or key players. Those could gain a strategicadvantage if they made use of combined small-scale strengths instead of just updating formereconomic models relying on individual stakeholders.On an urban level, our concept can be transferred to other former socialist cities with a similar urbanstructure that are currently affected by shrinking.‘Superumbau’ tries to illustrate a new comprehensive perspective as it takes into account the majorlevels – from historical and cultural, over political and social, to urban, architectural and finallytechnical aspects.
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